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Abstract

Lithography simulation is a critical step in VLSI design and optimiza-
tion for manufacturability. Existing solutions for highly accurate lithogra-
phy simulation with rigorous models are computationally expensive and
slow, even when equipped with various approximation techniques. Re-
cently, machine learning has provided alternative solutions for lithography
simulation tasks such as coarse-grained edge placement error regression
and complete contour prediction. However, the impact of these learning-
based methods has been limited due to restrictive usage scenarios or low
simulation accuracy. To tackle these concerns, we introduce an dual-band
optics-inspired neural network design that considers the optical physics
underlying lithography. To the best of our knowledge, our approach yields
the first published via/metal layer contour simulation at 1nm2/pixel res-
olution with any tile size. Compared to previous machine learning based
solutions, we demonstrate that our framework can be trained much faster
and offers a significant improvement on efficiency and image quality with
20× smaller model size. We also achieve 85× simulation speedup over
traditional lithography simulator with ∼ 1% accuracy loss.

1 Introduction

As the semiconductor industry continues to shrink geometries for each tech-
nology node, the requirements for efficient and high quality turnaround in
manufacturability-aware layout design and optimization have increased [1]. Lithog-
raphy simulation is a critical procedure in design for manufacturability (DFM)
flows as it significantly impacts the reliability and efficienty on mask optimiza-
tion and layout printability estimation (see Figure 1) [2, 3, 4]. Existing solutions
for highly accurate lithography simulation with rigorous models are computa-
tionally expensive and slow, even when equipped with various approximation
techniques. [5].
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Figure 1: Lithography simulation with optical and resist model.

Recently, machine learning (ML) has provided an alternative approach to
costly physical simulation for DFM. Some DFM applications include direct/indirect
prediction of nominal edge placement error to guide mask optimization [6, 7] and
direct lithography modeling with deep neural networks [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Mat-
sunawa et al. [6] build a Bayesian model to predict the OPC edge movements.
Jiang et al. [7] present a XG-Boost model to directly predict edge placement
error at OPC control points and avoid computationally expensive lithography
simulations. Other recent efforts attempt to directly generate image contours
with deep neural networks. For example, [9, 12] propose to use ML techniques
for resist modeling where [9] demonstrates the efficiency of transfer learning
at the scenario of limited data access. LithoGAN [8] introduced conditional
generative adversarial networks (CGAN) to predict resist image directly from
mask patterns. However, LithoGAN is only applicable to single contact predic-
tion and requires additional CNN paths to generate coordinates that ensure the
contour is aligned with the target mask.

TEMPO [11] developed another CGAN application that tackles the 3D-Mask
challenge in EUV technology nodes to efficiently output an accurate aerial im-
age from a thin mask image. A state-of-the-art deep learning-based lithography
simulator (DLS) was proposed in DAMO [10] that exploits a nested-UNet gen-
erator and a carefully designed cost function. The DLS was originally proposed
to guide mask optimization tasks and is also the first work capable of pre-
dicting 4µm2 contact layer contours at a 4nm2/pixel resolution. It should be
noted that one major factor contributing to high quality contour generation is
its input configuration, splitting each input mask into RGB channels containing
SRAFs, OPC’ed contacts and design contacts respectively. Such configurations,
however, limit the usefulness of both DLS and LithoGAN, because a realistic
lithography simulator must figure out which part of the mask should or should
not be printed out. Also, significant improvements in resolution are still needed
for accurate lithography modeling.

Limitations of CNNs: We argue that a reason for these limitations in prior
art is that standard convolutional neural networks lack the ability to capture the
necessary global information needed to accurately estimate lithography behav-
ior. Although ML techniques such as dilated convolution [14] or deeper networks
with more layers can increase the convolution receptive field and offer larger-
scale feature understanding, these methods may still not be effective enough.
Instead, a ML model should properly leverage both local high frequency and
global low frequency components of a mask image for high lithography simula-
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tion accuracy. Furthermore, spectral analysis has been studied on layout-related
applications [15, 16], showing that frequency domain representations can more
powerfully reflect global layout characteristics.

Fourier Neural Operator: Inspired by these findings, in this paper, we
investigate the possibility of using a Fourier Neural Operator (FNO) [17] for
high-quality lithography modeling. The FNO concept was originally proposed
as a neural network-based solver for partial differential equations (PDEs). It
uses a series of Fourier layers that perform Fourier Transforms, learn mixing
weights and convert back to spatial domain with Inverse Fourier Transforms on
each feature map channel. Although FNOs offer a great advantage for modeling
physical equations, they are not directly applicable to lithography simulation
tasks due to the large computation cost induced by multiple Fourier Trans-
forms on extremely high-resolution images (∼ 2000 × 2000). Thus, we must
adapt the approach to reduce computational costs while attaining the necessary
information.

Our Approach: To address these concerns, we propose an dual-band
optics-inspired neural network (DOINN) for lithography modeling. The frame-
work consists of two perception paths that handle low-frequency global infor-
mation (global perception path) and high-frequency local information (local
perception path) respectively. The global perception path consists of an op-
timized Fourier Unit that significantly reduces computing costs compared to
the Fourier layer in FNO while incorporating the necessary global information
to analyze lithography behavior. The local perception path uses convolutional
layers to capture mask image details and compensate for the information loss
in the global perception path. This is very close to the physics-informed neu-
ral network (PINN) used to solve PDEs in physics world [18]. However, in-
stead of designing loss functions that reflect exact lithography behavior which
is extremely challenging, we build a neural network architecture that allows ap-
proximated computing flow as in traditional lithography models, which adds an
inductive bias to the model architecture [19]. We will show later that the op-
timized Fourier Unit resembles physical lithography equations, ensuring faster
training convergence and contour generation quality. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first publication of an optics-inspired neural network designed
for high resolution metal/via layer lithography modeling at 1nm2/pixel. The
major contributions of this paper include: (1) An optics-inspired dual band neu-
ral network design dedicated to learning lithography intensity and lithography
contours. (2) A large tile simulation scheme that allows our neural network to
be trained on small tiles and simulate ANY-sized tiles.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
related terminologies and the problem formulation; Section 3 covers the details
of the DOINN framework; Section 4 presents supporting experiments followed
by the conclusion in Section 5.
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Figure 2: Lithography approximation model.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce our basic terminology and problem formulation.
Throughout the paper, we use lowercase letters (e.g. x) for scalars, bold lower-
case letters for vectors (e.g. x), bold uppercase letters (e.g. X) for matrices, ⊗
for 2D convolution operations as in PyTorch and � for element-wise produc-
tion. We use F and F−1 for Fourier and inverse Fourier transform, respectively.

2.1 Lithography Approximation Model

The Hopkins diffraction model [5] is well accepted in literature to represent
lithography behavior. However, computing the model is extremely time consum-
ing. To reduce the compute overhead, a singular value decomposition (SVD)
approximation is typically adopted for lithography modeling. The basic idea is
to take the SVD of the coefficient matrix in the Hopkins model and formulate
the lithography forward process as

I(m,n) =

N2∑

k=1

αk|hk(m,n)⊗M(m,n)|2, (1)

where hk terms are lithography kernels and αk terms are the associated eigen-
values. If we only keep the l largest αk values for faster calculation [2, 20],
eq. (1) becomes

I(m,n) =

l∑

k=1

αk|hk(m,n)⊗M(m,n)|2, l� N2. (2)

The computing cost can be further reduced if we move to Fourier space as

I =

l∑

k=1

αk|F−1(F(hk)� F(M))|2, (3)

which is normally the equation used for forward simulation. The intensity im-
age calculation with respect to each lithography kernel can be abstracted as
Figure 2, that includes a Fourier transform, a linear transformation described
by lithography kernel in Fourier space and a nonlinear transformation. For sim-
plicity, we also apply a constant threshold resist model to obtain the final wafer
contours.
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2.2 Problem Formulation

It is straightforward to view lithography modeling as a pixel-level classification
problem, therefore we adopt Mean Intersection Over Union (mIOU) and Mean
Pixel Accuracy (mPA) as used in [10] to evaluate the performance of our frame-
work. mIOU and mPA are also widely used to measure semantic segmentation
tasks.

Definition 1 (Mean Intersection Over Union (mIOU)) Given k classes
of predicted shapes Pi and their ground truth Gi, i = 1, 2, ..., k. The mIOU is
defined as

mIOU(P,G) =
1

k

k∑

i=1

Pi ∩Gi

Pi ∪Gi
. (4)

Definition 2 (Mean Pixel Accuracy (mPA)) Given k classes of predicted
shapes Pi and their ground truth Gi, i = 1, 2, ..., k. The mPA is defined as

mPA(P,G) =
1

k

k∑

i=1

Pi ∩Gi

Gi
. (5)

It should be noted that in this paper we only focus on contour prediction,
therefore only two classes (contour and background) are considered. With the
above optimization targets, we now define the lithography modeling problem as
follows:

Problem 1 Given a set of mask images Mtr = {M1,M2, ...,Mn} and their
corresponding wafer images Z∗

tr = {Z∗
1 ,Z

∗
2 , ...,Z

∗
n}, our target is to design

and train a machine learning model f(·;W ) such that for new designs Mte =
{Mn+1,Mn+2, ...,Mn+k} and Z∗

te = {Z∗
n+1,Z

∗
n+2, ...,Z

∗
n+k}, mIOU(f(Mte),Z

∗
te)

and mPA(f(Mte),Z
∗
te) can be maximized.

3 The Framework

In this section, we cover the major components of DOINN, including a global
perception path to capture layout semantic information and a local perception
path for high frequency information understanding. We also discuss the method
for applying DOINN to large tile simulation.

3.1 Dual-band Optics-Inspired Neural Network

3.1.1 Fourier Global Perception.

The global perception path task is to capture mask semantic information in
order to form resist contours. Inspired by recent studies representing layout
features in the frequency domain [15, 21] and the behavior of convolutional
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neural networks when extracting image high frequency and low frequency com-
ponents [22], we propose an optimized Fourier unit that resembles a realistic
optical model for mask layout global perception (GP).

The Fourier unit was originally proposed as a Fourier Neural Operator
(FNO) [17] in a partial differential equation solver. It tried to learn a parameter-
ized mapping G between two finite dimension spaces from a set of observations
such that G is close to the physical behavior.

G : A×Θ→ U, (6)

where Θ is the parameter space. We define a baseline FNO solver as shown
in Figure 3(a), where a(x) and u(x) are observed pairs from A and U, P is
an operation that lifts a(x) to a higher dimension and Q will project the data
back to the target dimension. Inside each Fourier unit is a convolution operator
defined on the Fourier space along with a bounded linear operation.

vt+1(x) = σ((Lvt + F−1(R · (Fvt)))(x)), (7)

where L and R are channel-wise linear transformations and σ is some element-
wise activation function. Because we are dealing with image-to-image mapping
in a lithography modeling problem, eq. (7) will work in a discrete manner. Let
the input of each Fourier Unit to be a 3-D tensor Vt ∈ RC×H×W , then eq. (7)
becomes

Vt+1 = σ(Vt,L + Vt,F), (8)

where

Vt,L = Vt ⊗Wt,L,Wt,L ∈ R1×C×1×1, (9)

Vt,F = F−1(F(Vt)k−truncated ·WR),WR ∈ CC×C×H×W . (10)

Note that all the Fourier transforms and inverse Fourier transforms are con-
ducted on the last two dimensions of each tensor only and F(Vt)k−truncated is
obtained by only keeping the k lowest frequency components of F(Vt) and dis-
carding the remaining entries (by setting to zero). It can be observed that there
are two major concerns for the baseline FNO being an efficient lithogrpahy
simulator:

• Stacked Fourier Units are not compliant with the real physical model
that comes with an single Fourier Transform on mask and inverse Fourier
Transforms to get resist light intensity.

• Multiple Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms pose large computational
overheads when processing large layout tiles.

To address these concerns, we propose a reduced FNO architecture with
a single Fourier Unit (see Figure 3(b)). Since Fourier transforms are applied
channel-wise and preserve linearity, we develop an optimized Fourier Unit that
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performs Fourier transforms prior to the channel-lifting operation P . Thus the
computation inside the Fourier Unit becomes

V = σ(F−1(F(A)k−truncated ⊗WP ·WR)), (11)

where A ∈ R1×H×W is the input image, and WP ∈ C1×C×1×1 is the convo-
lution kernel that performs channel-lifting. Since the new design only consists
of one Fourier Unit, the bypass link L becomes less necessary, so we discard it
to simplify the network. With these optimizations, eq. (11) attains the same
expressive power as eq. (10) while saving a significant amount of calculation.
In eqs. (10) and (11), convolution operations cost O(C2HW ) since typically
C � H,W . Assuming both F and F−1 are implemented with Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) and complete in O(HW log(HW )), FFTs would dominate
the computation. Given that FFTs are performed channel-wise, our new ar-
chitecture defined in eq. (11) can save ∼ 50% of runtime by saving C FFT
operations. Also, eq. (11) is specifically designed with Fourier Transform, linear
transformation, Inverse Fourier Transform and nonlinear operations to match
the simulation pipeline as in Figure 2, but with significantly less computing cost.

It should be noted that we have discarded most high frequency components
in the Fourier Unit, so it is no longer necessary to keep a high resolution input
V . We will show later how that can further help design an efficient lithography
simulator with a down-sampled input.

3.1.2 Convolutional Local Perception.

Although the reduced FNO is designed to capture the semantic information of
mask images, it alone is not sufficient for precise lithography modeling. The
primary reason is that the Fourier Unit drops most high frequency components
of a mask image which contribute to detail formation and are equally important
as semantic information. A recent study [22] showed that convolutional neural
networks are capable of understanding high frequency components in images, so
we therefore introduce a convolutional local perception (LP) path to compensate
for the detail loss introduced with the Fourier Unit optimization. Here, we adopt
stacked VGG [23] blocks for image local perception to generate learned feature
maps carrying high frequency mask content.

3.1.3 DOINN Architecture.

The DOINN components described previously capture mask global and local
information. The remaining task is to collect global and local perception features
and use them to reconstruct resist contours. To achieve this, we propose a
convolution-based image reconstruction (IR) path that takes the concatenated
GP and LP feature maps and generates the desired resist image. Essentially, IR
consists of a series of transposed convolution layers to rescale low level feature
maps back to the original mask size followed by single-strided convolution layers
for contour refinement. The three paths of GP, LP and IR together form our
dual-band neural network, as shown in Figure 4. Because the Fourier Unit
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v1(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="p0cHrNs4O/HvGY199R1AIXmqHsE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqutOix4MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLki2Wpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWlomitAmkVyqToA15UzQpmGG006sKI4CTtvB+HbutydUaSbFg5nG1I/wULCQEWys1Jr0vfLTZb9YcivuAmideBkpQYZGv/jVG0iSRFQYwrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFboJZrGmIzxkHYtFTii2k8X187QhVUGKJTKljBoof6eSHGk9TQKbGeEzUivenPxP6+bmPDGT5mIE0MFWS4KE46MRPPX0YApSgyfWoKJYvZWREZYYWJsQAUbgrf68jppXVW8aqV2Xy3V3SyOPJzBOZTBg2uowx00oAkEHuEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFtzTjZzCn/gfP4AqR2Oew==</latexit>

vT (x)

<latexit sha1_base64="35GZx2080xR6OuA9Tyn7dbHbzg8=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquVPRY8OKxQr+gXUo2zbax2WRJssWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8tEEdokkkvVCbCmnAnaNMxw2okVxVHAaTsY38399oQqzaRomGlM/QgPBQsZwcZKrUm/UX667BdLbsVdAK0TLyMlyFDvF796A0mSiApDONa667mx8VOsDCOczgq9RNMYkzEe0q6lAkdU++ni2hm6sMoAhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkaB7YywGelVby7+53UTE976KRNxYqggy0VhwpGRaP46GjBFieFTSzBRzN6KyAgrTIwNqGBD8FZfXietq4pXrVw/VEs1N4sjD2dwDmXw4AZqcA91aAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9ack82cwh84nz/eko6e</latexit>

v0(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="mxkaCMyMoRzc3K6DVo0J1GnrjwI=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqutOix4MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLki2Wpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWlomitAmkVyqToA15UzQpmGG006sKI4CTtvB+HbutydUaSbFg5nG1I/wULCQEWys1Jr03fLTZb9YcivuAmideBkpQYZGv/jVG0iSRFQYwrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFboJZrGmIzxkHYtFTii2k8X187QhVUGKJTKljBoof6eSHGk9TQKbGeEzUivenPxP6+bmPDGT5mIE0MFWS4KE46MRPPX0YApSgyfWoKJYvZWREZYYWJsQAUbgrf68jppXVW8aqV2Xy3V3SyOPJzBOZTBg2uowx00oAkEHuEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFtzTjZzCn/gfP4Ap5aOeg==</latexit>

F

<latexit sha1_base64="9FwpQWM47LEF2SwUKDCZbY1NyWU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LIgiMsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmzjVjLdYLGPdDajhUijeQoGSdxPNaRRI3gkmt7nfeeLaiFg94jThfkRHSoSCUbRSrx9RHDMqs7vZoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs3nkGTmzypCEsbZPIZmrvzcyGhkzjQI7mUc0y14u/uf1Ugxv/EyoJEWu2OKjMJUEY5LfT4ZCc4ZyagllWtishI2ppgxtSxVbgrd88ippX9S9y/rVw2Wt4RZ1lOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE1rAIIZneIU3B50X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBdRWRUg==</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="1HjP06RaCvtQHMKvJkRTxpGn+5k=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKgh4DXjxGMA9JljA7mU2GzGOZmRXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aRqWa0BZRXOluhA3lTNKWZZbTbqIpFhGnnWhyO/c7T1QbpuSDnSY0FHgkWcwItk567EdspBKemkG54lf9BdA6CXJSgRzNQfmrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbqp4YmmEzwiPYclVhQE2aLg2fowilDFCvtSlq0UH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs2qNxf/83qpjW/CjMkktVSS5aI45cgqNP8eDZmmxPKpI5ho5m5FZIw1JtZlVHIhBKsvr5P2VTWoVev3tUrDz+MowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/IH3+QMULJCL</latexit>

F�1

<latexit sha1_base64="Ot/AvdX7q4xshuawtU97BVf1j1Y=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgxpJIRZcFQVxWsA9oY5lMJ+3QySTMTAol5E/cuFDErX/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uFRW0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5UzQlmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Db3O1MqFYvEo57F1AvxSLCAEayNNLDtfoj1mGCe3mVP6YWbDeyqU3PmQKvELUgVCjQH9ld/GJEkpEITjpXquU6svRRLzQinWaWfKBpjMsEj2jNU4JAqL50nz9CZUYYoiKR5QqO5+nsjxaFSs9A3k3lOtezl4n9eL9HBjZcyESeaCrI4FCQc6QjlNaAhk5RoPjMEE8lMVkTGWGKiTVkVU4K7/OVV0r6sufXa1UO92nCKOspwAqdwDi5cQwPuoQktIDCFZ3iFNyu1Xqx362MxWrKKnWP4A+vzB1SZk2k=</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="qTA9GZCzX4jzIaPm7VUeYz6/G54=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LLgxmUV+4A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBCP8ONC0Xc+jXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFqp148ojhmV2cNsUK25dXcOskq8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5ZGXCGT1Jie5yboZ1SjYJLPKv3U8ISyCR3xnqWKRtz42TzyjJxZZUjCWNunkMzV3xsZjYyZRoGdzCOaZS8X//N6KYY3fiZUkiJXbPFRmEqCMcnvJ0OhOUM5tYQyLWxWwsZUU4a2pYotwVs+eZW0L+reZf3q/rLWcIs6ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMMzvMKbg86L8+58LEZLTrFzDH/gfP4Ah1GRXg==</latexit>

L

<latexit sha1_base64="RkM0tx49XmcTNZC5RSLr6PZTpMQ=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LLgxoWLCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJre533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwzKrP72aBac+vuHGSVeAWpQYHmoPrVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn1X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bN55Bk5s8qQhLG2TyGZq783MhoZM40CO5lHNMteLv7n9VIMb/xMqCRFrtjiozCVBGOS30+GQnOGcmoJZVrYrISNqaYMbUsVW4K3fPIqaV/Uvcv61cNlreEWdZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQRNawCCGZ3iFNwedF+fd+ViMlpxi5xj+wPn8AX4zkVg=</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="UdKNm1jcDf2CP8Pww4oD62O1FRs=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKgh4DXjxGMA9IljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aRqWa0BZRXOluhA3lTNKWZZbTbqIpFhGnnWhyO/c7T1QbpuSDnSY0FHgkWcwItk5q9w0bCTwoV/yqvwBaJ0FOKpCjOSh/9YeKpIJKSzg2phf4iQ0zrC0jnM5K/dTQBJMJHtGeoxILasJsce0MXThliGKlXUmLFurviQwLY6Yicp0C27FZ9ebif14vtfFNmDGZpJZKslwUpxxZheavoyHTlFg+dQQTzdytiIyxxsS6gEouhGD15XXSvqoGtWr9vlZp+HkcRTiDc7iEAK6hAXfQhBYQeIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWwtePnMKfyB9/kDmY2PGQ==</latexit>

v1(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="p0cHrNs4O/HvGY199R1AIXmqHsE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqutOix4MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLki2Wpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWlomitAmkVyqToA15UzQpmGG006sKI4CTtvB+HbutydUaSbFg5nG1I/wULCQEWys1Jr0vfLTZb9YcivuAmideBkpQYZGv/jVG0iSRFQYwrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFboJZrGmIzxkHYtFTii2k8X187QhVUGKJTKljBoof6eSHGk9TQKbGeEzUivenPxP6+bmPDGT5mIE0MFWS4KE46MRPPX0YApSgyfWoKJYvZWREZYYWJsQAUbgrf68jppXVW8aqV2Xy3V3SyOPJzBOZTBg2uowx00oAkEHuEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFtzTjZzCn/gfP4AqR2Oew==</latexit>

(a) Baseline FNO

Optimized
Fourier 

Unit

Q

<latexit sha1_base64="NGh3Fmwzz4gR+270weIH/PtSE4k=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6tep1s1apu3kcRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBqEuMyw==</latexit>

P

<latexit sha1_base64="Ck+aDsv45py76kndDpBIwwhmpQM=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIiy4Lbly2YB/QDpJJ77SxmcyQZIQy9AvcuFDErZ/kzr8xbWehrQcCh3POJfeeIBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko+NUMWyzWMSqF1CNgktsG24E9hKFNAoEdoPJ7dzvPqHSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip1XwoV9yquwBZJ15OKpDD5r8Gw5ilEUrDBNW677mJ8TOqDGcCZ6VBqjGhbEJH2LdU0gi1ny0WnZELqwxJGCv7pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgkxE1Y73qzcX/vH5qwhs/4zJJDUq2/ChMBTExmV9NhlwhM2JqCWWK210JG1NFmbHdlGwJ3urJ66RzVfVq1XqrVmm4eR1FOINzuAQPrqEBd9CENjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3flYRgtOPnMKf+B8/gCmx4zK</latexit>

F

<latexit sha1_base64="9FwpQWM47LEF2SwUKDCZbY1NyWU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LIgiMsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmzjVjLdYLGPdDajhUijeQoGSdxPNaRRI3gkmt7nfeeLaiFg94jThfkRHSoSCUbRSrx9RHDMqs7vZoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSfVfqp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs3nkGTmzypCEsbZPIZmrvzcyGhkzjQI7mUc0y14u/uf1Ugxv/EyoJEWu2OKjMJUEY5LfT4ZCc4ZyagllWtishI2ppgxtSxVbgrd88ippX9S9y/rVw2Wt4RZ1lOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE1rAIIZneIU3B50X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBdRWRUg==</latexit>

F�1

<latexit sha1_base64="Ot/AvdX7q4xshuawtU97BVf1j1Y=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgxpJIRZcFQVxWsA9oY5lMJ+3QySTMTAol5E/cuFDErX/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uFRW0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5UzQlmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Db3O1MqFYvEo57F1AvxSLCAEayNNLDtfoj1mGCe3mVP6YWbDeyqU3PmQKvELUgVCjQH9ld/GJEkpEITjpXquU6svRRLzQinWaWfKBpjMsEj2jNU4JAqL50nz9CZUYYoiKR5QqO5+nsjxaFSs9A3k3lOtezl4n9eL9HBjZcyESeaCrI4FCQc6QjlNaAhk5RoPjMEE8lMVkTGWGKiTVkVU4K7/OVV0r6sufXa1UO92nCKOspwAqdwDi5cQwPuoQktIDCFZ3iFNyu1Xqx362MxWrKKnWP4A+vzB1SZk2k=</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="qTA9GZCzX4jzIaPm7VUeYz6/G54=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LLgxmUV+4A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBCP8ONC0Xc+jXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFqp148ojhmV2cNsUK25dXcOskq8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5ZGXCGT1Jie5yboZ1SjYJLPKv3U8ISyCR3xnqWKRtz42TzyjJxZZUjCWNunkMzV3xsZjYyZRoGdzCOaZS8X//N6KYY3fiZUkiJXbPFRmEqCMcnvJ0OhOUM5tYQyLWxWwsZUU4a2pYotwVs+eZW0L+reZf3q/rLWcIs6ynACp3AOHlxDA+6gCS1gEMMzvMKbg86L8+58LEZLTrFzDH/gfP4Ah1GRXg==</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="UdKNm1jcDf2CP8Pww4oD62O1FRs=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKgh4DXjxGMA9IljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aRqWa0BZRXOluhA3lTNKWZZbTbqIpFhGnnWhyO/c7T1QbpuSDnSY0FHgkWcwItk5q9w0bCTwoV/yqvwBaJ0FOKpCjOSh/9YeKpIJKSzg2phf4iQ0zrC0jnM5K/dTQBJMJHtGeoxILasJsce0MXThliGKlXUmLFurviQwLY6Yicp0C27FZ9ebif14vtfFNmDGZpJZKslwUpxxZheavoyHTlFg+dQQTzdytiIyxxsS6gEouhGD15XXSvqoGtWr9vlZp+HkcRTiDc7iEAK6hAXfQhBYQeIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWwtePnMKfyB9/kDmY2PGQ==</latexit>

a(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="kWGYSjugldi4bZGut6aYoL4Hh4w=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqutOix4MVjBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXL0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5SpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJJFx9uhyWK27NXQCtEy8nFcjRGpa/BqOIJIJKQzjWuu+5sfFTrAwjnM5Lg0TTGJMpHtO+pRILqv10cescXVhlhMJI2ZIGLdTfEykWWs9EYDsFNhO96mXif14/MeGNnzIZJ4ZKslwUJhyZCGWPoxFTlBg+swQTxeytiEywwsTYeEo2BG/15XXSuap59Vrjvl5punkcRTiDc6iCB9fQhDtoQRsITOAZXuHNEc6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AYeqNwg==</latexit>

u(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="fVsojeMRZ3Lz32XHUTqGM0X/nww=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqutOix4MVjBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXL0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5SpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJpKT6dDksV9yauwBaJ15OKpCjNSx/DUYRSQSVhnCsdd9zY+OnWBlGOJ2XBommMSZTPKZ9SyUWVPvp4tY5urDKCIWRsiUNWqi/J1IstJ6JwHYKbCZ61cvE/7x+YsIbP2UyTgyVZLkoTDgyEcoeRyOmKDF8ZgkmitlbEZlghYmx8ZRsCN7qy+ukc1Xz6rXGfb3SdPM4inAG51AFD66hCXfQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBgHaN1g==</latexit>

v1(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="p0cHrNs4O/HvGY199R1AIXmqHsE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqutOix4MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLki2Wpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWlomitAmkVyqToA15UzQpmGG006sKI4CTtvB+HbutydUaSbFg5nG1I/wULCQEWys1Jr0vfLTZb9YcivuAmideBkpQYZGv/jVG0iSRFQYwrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFboJZrGmIzxkHYtFTii2k8X187QhVUGKJTKljBoof6eSHGk9TQKbGeEzUivenPxP6+bmPDGT5mIE0MFWS4KE46MRPPX0YApSgyfWoKJYvZWREZYYWJsQAUbgrf68jppXVW8aqV2Xy3V3SyOPJzBOZTBg2uowx00oAkEHuEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFtzTjZzCn/gfP4AqR2Oew==</latexit>

v1(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="p0cHrNs4O/HvGY199R1AIXmqHsE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqutOix4MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLki2Wpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWlomitAmkVyqToA15UzQpmGG006sKI4CTtvB+HbutydUaSbFg5nG1I/wULCQEWys1Jr0vfLTZb9YcivuAmideBkpQYZGv/jVG0iSRFQYwrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFboJZrGmIzxkHYtFTii2k8X187QhVUGKJTKljBoof6eSHGk9TQKbGeEzUivenPxP6+bmPDGT5mIE0MFWS4KE46MRPPX0YApSgyfWoKJYvZWREZYYWJsQAUbgrf68jppXVW8aqV2Xy3V3SyOPJzBOZTBg2uowx00oAkEHuEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFtzTjZzCn/gfP4AqR2Oew==</latexit>

a(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="kWGYSjugldi4bZGut6aYoL4Hh4w=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqutOix4MVjBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXL0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5SpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJJFx9uhyWK27NXQCtEy8nFcjRGpa/BqOIJIJKQzjWuu+5sfFTrAwjnM5Lg0TTGJMpHtO+pRILqv10cescXVhlhMJI2ZIGLdTfEykWWs9EYDsFNhO96mXif14/MeGNnzIZJ4ZKslwUJhyZCGWPoxFTlBg+swQTxeytiEywwsTYeEo2BG/15XXSuap59Vrjvl5punkcRTiDc6iCB9fQhDtoQRsITOAZXuHNEc6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AYeqNwg==</latexit>

(b) Reduced FNO

Figure 3: FNO architectures. (a) Baseline FNO built with stacked Fourier
Units. (b) Reduced FNO with single optimized Fourier Units.
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(1) Global Perception

(2) Local Perception

(3) Image Reconstructionpool, /8

concat
concat

Figure 4: The overall contour prediction pipeline of the DOINN.

operates in a mechanism that resembles the physical lithography model as in
eq. (3), we claim the DOINN to be optics-inspired. In summary, the DOINN has
the following advantages: (1) The optimized Fourier Unit performs an efficient
global perception on input mask images from frequency domain analysis. (2)
Convolutions in the LP path compensate for the high frequency information loss
in the GP path to produce high quality resist contour reconstructions. (3)The
optics-inspired property of DOINN makes it possible to create highly accurate
lithography modeling results with a 10× smaller model size than prior art.

3.2 Large Tile Simulation Scheme

Because the proposed DOINN is differentiable, it is straightforward to train it
with supervised learning and evaluate with fix-sized layout clips, as has been
commonly been presented in literature. However, to demonstrate utility on
practical tasks, we target a more challenging task: large tile simulation. Al-
though our DOINN configuration in Figure 4 allows for any-sized input, the
generated resist image quality will be seriously affected if the input tile size
is much larger than the training tile size. This is because the weights in the
Fourier Unit are trained for the k-lowest frequency components of a smaller tile
and will result in significant information loss if applied on scaled inputs.

Intuitively, we can cut the clips into tiles that have the same size as the
clips used for DOINN training. This is, however, not as simple as it looks due
to the concept of optical diameter. Lithography physics tells us that the light
intensity on the resist stage can be viewed as a superposition of multiple orders
of diffraction patterns. As a result, the light intensity at a certain wafer location
is determined by a large area of surrounding mask patterns. The size of this area
is usually measured by its diameter, i.e. the optical diameter [5, 24]. For this
reason, simply cutting the large tile into small clips is not feasible as we must
account for shapes near the tile boundaries. To resolve this issue, we propose
a large tile global perception path as illustrated in Figure 5. The green region
at the center of each tile is the core mask region that we want to simulate.
The shapes outside the core region will be ignored as they are too close to the
boundaries. The basic idea is to cut the large tile into small clips which have
the same size as is used for training, fed into the Fourier Unit in batches. It
should be noted that small tiles are half overlapped with each other such that
the core regions in these tiles will exactly cover the core region of a large tile
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Figure 5: Large tile global perception.

input. The output feature maps will then be concatenated back to the large tile
size. Nothing needs to be done with the remaining convolution and transposed
convolution layers due to the shared feature maps in the calculation pipeline.

This large tile global perception can be mathematically described in the fol-
lowing manner. Suppose the DOINN is trained with H×W mask-contour pairs
and the optical diameter is d. The global perception G : RH×W → RC×H

8 ×W
8

can be expressed as

Fgp = G(M ;WP,WR), (12)

where Fgp ∈ RC×H
8 ×W

8 is the feature map output of GP path, M ∈ RH×W

denotes the after-pooling mask and WP,WR are trained parameters of the
Fourier Unit. Let Gs : RsH×sW → RC× sH

8 × sW
8 be the global perception path

which processes a mask Ms ∈ RsH×sW that is s× larger than tiles used for
training. Then each entry of output feature map Fs,gp is defined as

Fs,gp[:, i, j] = Gs(Ms;WP,WR)[:, i, j]

=G(Ms[
mH

2
:

(m+ 2)H

2
,
nW

2
:

(n+ 2)W

2
];WP,WR)[:, p, q], (13)

where d
2 ≤ i < sH − d

2 , d
2 ≤ j < sW − d

2 and

m = b2(i− d
2 )

H
c, n = b2(j − d

2 )

W
c,

p = ((i− d

2
) mod

H

2
) +

d

2
,

q = ((j − d

2
) mod

W

2
) +

d

2
. (14)

It should be noted that this large tile simulation scheme allows our framework
to be trained with small tiles and evaluated on any sized chip input without
performance degradation.

4 Experiments

4.1 The Dataset

We evaluate our framework on both metal layer and via layer designs to demon-
strate accuracy and generality. Details are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Details of the Dataset.

Dataset Train Test Tile Size Litho Engine

ICCAD-2013 4875 10 4µm2 Lithosim [2]
ISPD-2019 10300 11641 4µm2 Calibre [27]

ISPD-2019-LT - 10 64µm2 Calibre [27]
N14 1630 137 4µm2 -

4.1.1 ISPD-2019.

This design comes from the ISPD 2019 initial detailed routing contest [25]. The
layout is synthesized with commercial placement and routing tools. Nominal
resist contours are obtained by feeding the via layer into OPC and simulation
flows. The training set comprises 10K 4µm2 tiles generated using an open source
layout generator following the same design rules as designs in [25]. For testing,
via layers in [25] are also cut into 4µm2 tiles with total 11K instances, which
are converted to 2000×2000 (ISPD-2019 (H)) and 1000×1000 (ISPD-2019 (L))
images. In the experiment of large tile simulation, we take the ten most dense
64µm2 tiles from [25] and convert them to 8000× 8000 images.

4.1.2 ICCAD-2013.

This design contains ten 4µm2 tiles from the ICCAD 2013 CAD Contest [2]. The
training set contains ∼4K 4µm2 tiles which are generated in a manner similar to
that used for training GAN-OPC [26]. The OPC’ed masks are generated using
MOSAIC [20] and contours are simulated with Lithosim from [2].

4.1.3 N14.

This dataset contains a single via layer in a 14nm technology node, cut into
1.6K 4µm2 clips. Each clip is converted to a 2000 × 2000 image. We take out
the 100 densest clips for evaluation and use the remaining clips for training.

4.2 Result Comparison with State-of-the-Art

We first compare our framework with the state-of-the-art ML-based lithography
simulator DAMO-DLS [10] and a popular ML model with a UNet structure [28].
The results are listed in Table 2, where columns “mPA (%)” and “mIOU (%)”
represent the mean pixel accuracy and mean intersection over union as defined
in Section 2. Column “UNet” corresponds to the result of the UNet model
[28], column “DAMO-DLS” lists the results of the deep lithography simulator
in [10], and column “Ours” lists the results of the DOINN framework proposed
in this paper. In rows “ISPD-2019 (L)” and “ICCAD-2013 (L)”, we show the
results when 4µm2 tiles are converted to 1000×1000 images. Rows “ISPD-2019
(H)” and “ICCAD-2013 (H)” are the corresponding results on high resolution
images with 4µm2 tiles rendered in 2000×2000. Row “N14” corresponds to the
results on 14nm high-density vias. We do not include a result comparison with
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Table 2: Result Comparison with State-of-the-Art.

Benchmark
UNet [28] DAMO-DLS [10] Ours

mPA mIOU mPA mIOU mPA mIOU
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

ISPD-2019 (L) 99.40 98.03 99.25 98.11 99.43 98.27
ISPD-2019 (H) 99.08 97.97 - - 99.21 98.45

ICCAD-2013 (L) 97.30 95.38 98.94 96.97 98.98 97.79
ICCAD-2013 (H) 95.16 93.04 - - 99.12 97.77

N14 94.39 91.64 - - 98.68 96.49

Table 3: Ablation Study.

ID
Technique ICCAD-2013 (L)

GP IR LP ByPass mPA (%) mIOU (%)

1 X 97.50 96.09
2 X X 98.40 97.20
3 X X X 98.79 97.60
4 X X X X 98.98 97.79

LithoGAN [8] because the model in [8] only supports the output of a single via
shape in a small area. It should also be noted that “DAMO-DLS [10]” only
supports 1000× 1000 inputs.

As can be seen in the result table, our framework outperforms state-of-the-
art ML models in terms of mPA and mIOU on both metal and via layers and on
both low and high resolution images. For the via cases, all three models exhibit
similar results with DOINN being slightly better because via designs are regular
and relatively easy to learn. For metal shapes, results show a larger performance
gap from our DOINN framework to other models: 2% better mIOU than UNet
and 1% better than DAMO-DLS. When it comes to designs in advanced technol-
ogy nodes, our method exhibits even more advantages over previous solutions,
achieving 4% higher mPA and 5% higher mIOU over [28].

Figure 6 shows the runtime comparison of the three models in term of
throughput (µm2/s). We can see that the DOINN framework not only con-
verges much faster but also exhibits much faster inference time than DAMO
[10]. This can be attributed to the 20× smaller model size of DOINN (1.3M
parameters) when compared to DAMO-DLS (18M parameters). “Ref” cor-
responds to the average throughput of traditional lithograph engines used to
obtain golden simulation contours, where we can observe ¿80× speedup of our
framework compared to traditional lithography engines with ∼ 1% accuracy
loss.

4.3 Ablation Study

We also conduct experiments to study the effectiveness of each component tech-
nique of the DOINN. Benchmark “ICCAD-2013 (L)” is applied as an example
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Figure 6: Runtime comparison with state-of-the-art.

(a) Global Perception (b) Local Perception

Figure 7: Feature map visualization of (a) GP and (b) LP paths.

for simplicity. As shown in Table 3, there are four groups of studies that grad-
ually enable all designed features in DOINN. Group ID “1” corresponds to the
experiment using the Fourier Unit only. Group ID “2” adds four single stride
convolution layers to further refine the contour. Group ID “3” further includes
the convolutional local perception path with exactly the same structure as in
Figure 4 except with two concatenate links. Finally, group ID “4” corresponds
to the full version of DOINN. From the result table we observe that each compo-
nent in our DOINN structure improves the resist prediction quality. In partic-
ular, the local perception can significantly increase the prediction performance
at the cost of a very small number of additional parameters.

4.4 Learning Global and Local Perception

To further understand the behavior of DOINN, we visualize the feature maps
of GP and LP paths. Figure 7(a) shows the output of the Fourier Unit. We
observe that each channel of GP output is able to capture the intensity map
that is close to the aerial image. On the other hand, Figure 7(b) includes feature
maps learned through the convolutional LP path, mainly focused on shape edges
and contour details. We can see both perception paths trying to understand
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Figure 8: Lithography modeling performance on subtle perturbations.

the lithography procedure globally and locally, consistent with our expectation
for DOINN.

4.5 Sensitivity to Subtle Perturbations

One key motivation of developing fast lithography modeling framework is to
perform layout printability check prior manufacturing or on the OPC runtime.
This requires a lithography simulator to be able to identify subtle perturbations
on the mask. Therefore, we pick up mask images of a metal layer design at
24 different OPC iterations and feed them for resist image prediction. The
mIOU for DOINN and UNet are depicted in Figure 8. Because both networks
are trained towards the OPC’ed mask and resist image pairs, we can observe
weak behavior at early OPC iterations when mask images are close to design
images. Thanks to the inductive bias introduced from the Optimized Fourier
Unit, DOINN still exhibits significant advantage over CNN-based networks.

4.6 Large Tile Simulation

Finally, we evaluate the ability of the proposed DOINN to handle large tile
simulations. In this experiment, we still train the DOINN with 2000 × 2000
tiles covering a 4µm2 layout area. For the sake of simplicity and memory con-
sumption, we do not feed an entire chip into the DOINN. Instead, we verify
the large tile simulation scheme in Section 3.2 with ten 64µm2 tiles with high
via density. Table 4 lists the simulation results on large test tiles. “DOINN”
corresponds to the results of feeding each tile into the default DOINN pipeline.
“DOINN-LT” implements the proposed large tile simulation scheme. We can
clearly observe that the default DOINN simulation pipeline suffers a large ac-
curacy drop when fed with tiles larger than those used for training due to low
frequency information loss. This can be reflected as noise in predicted resist
contours, as depicted in Figure 9. However, with the help of the proposed large
tile simulation scheme, we are able to attain the ability to generate high quality
resist contours.
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(a) Mask (b) DOINN (c) DOINN-FS

(d) Mask (e) DOINN (f) DOINN-FS

Figure 9: Visualization of large tile simulation. (a)-(c) are input mask, contour
prediction with default DOINN and contour prediction with large tile simula-
tion scheme. (d)-(f) are partial zoom-in view at the same location of (a)-(c)
respectively. Table 4: Large Tile Simulation Scheme.

ISPD-2019-LT mPA (%) mIOU (%)

DOINN 96.30 92.03
DOINN-LT 99.25 98.23

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we tackle the ML-based lithography simulation problem and dis-
cuss the drawbacks of state-of-the-art solutions. We argue that pure convolution-
based structures are lacking in efficiency to capture mask semantic information.
To address this problem and build an efficient ML-based lithography simula-
tor, we propose a dual-band optics-inspired neural networks with two major
perception paths. The global perception path is equipped with an optimized
Fourier Unit that has the ability to obtain resist intensity information while
the local perception path works uses a typical convolutional approach to gather
contour details. Our experiments demonstrate that our framework has the abil-
ity to perform lithography simulation more efficiently and effectively compared
to previous work. Future work includes bringing more accurate physical lithog-
raphy models with state-of-the-art OPC solutions for training and evaluation,
using more stringent benchmarking criteria for approximating actual silicon rule
checks, and incorporating inverse lithography technologies with DOINN for di-
rect mask optimization.
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APPENDIX

A.1 The DOINN Architecture

A.1.1 GP Layers

Table 5: GP Layers.

GP Layers Output

AvePooling 256×256×1

FFT 256×129×1

LiftChannel 256×129×16

MatMul 256×129×16

iFFT 256×256×16

• AvePooling: 8×8 average pooling with stride 8.

• FFT: Fourier Transform is performed channel-wise. Only first 50×50 co-
efficients are kept, while others are set to zero. This corresponds to the
“truncation” discussed in Section 3.1.1. FFT of a real matrix is Hermitian,
therefore only half of the parameters are stored.

• LiftChannel: Linear operation in terms of all channels, 256×129×1,1×16
→256×129×16.

• MatMul: Linear transformation on FFT coefficients. Implemented with
torch.einsum(‘‘bixy,ioxy→boxy’’, input, weights).

• iFFT: Inverse Fourier Transform performed channel-wise. The output
nodes are activated with leakyReLU(0.1).

A.1.2 LP Layers

Table 6: LP Layers.

LP Layers Kernel/Stride Output

conv1 4× 4× 1× 4,2 1024×1024×4

vgg1 3× 3× 1× 4,1 1024×1024×4

conv2 4× 4× 4× 8,2 512×512×8

vgg2 3× 3× 4× 8,1 512×512×8

conv3 4× 4× 8× 16,2 256×256×16

vgg3 3× 3× 8× 16,1 256×256×16
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• conv1-3: A single convolution layer.

• vgg1-3: Two identical convolution layers for the given spec with Batch-
Norm and leakyReLU(0.2).

A.1.3 IR Layers

Table 7: IR Layers.

IR Layers Kernel/Stride Output

dconv1 4× 4× 32× 16,2 512×512×16

vgg4 3× 3× 16× 16,1 512×512×16

dconv2 4× 4× 24× 8,2 1024×1024×8

vgg5 3× 3× 8× 8,1 1024×1024×8

dconv3 4× 4× 12× 4,2 2048×2048×4

vgg6 3× 3× 4× 4,1 2048×2048×4

convr1 3× 3× 4× 32,1 2048×2048×32

convr2 3× 3× 32× 16,1 2048×2048×16

convr3 3× 3× 16× 16,1 2048×2048×16

convr4 3× 3× 16× 1,1 2048×2048×1

• dconv1-3: Single layer of transposed convolution.

• convr1-3: Single convolution layer with ReLU activation.

• convr4: Single convolution layer with Tanh activation.

• Input of dconv1 is the concatenated feature maps of iFFT and vgg3.

• Input of dconv2 is the concatenated feature maps of vgg4 and vgg2.

• Input of dconv3 is the concatenated feature maps of vgg5 and vgg1.

A.2 Configurations

For all the designs, the DOINN is trained with the following configurations.
Environment: NVIDIA A100 GPU, Ubuntu 20.04 LTS, Pytorch 1.9.0
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Table 8: Training Configurations.

Max Epoch 10

Initial Learning Rate 0.002

Learning Rate Decay Policy Step, Every 2 epochs

Learning Rate Decay Factor 0.5

Batch Size 16

Optimizer Adam

Weight Decay 0.0001

Loss MSE
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